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Foreword

During the '80s, Agip devised a methodology for reservoir interoal characterisation based on a
statistical teatment oflog data through a cluster analysis algorithm.
This methodology, which was called "Cluster Analysis", enables us to obtain an objectivc
zonation of the reservoir, based on the integrated use of core and log data (aod any other
information or measurement availoble).
A "Cluster Analysis" study allows the identification of reservoir elementary units, called "facies"
or classes, with a characteristic lithotogical alld petrophysical behaviour.

As a consequence, the petrophysical characterisation of these facies rcpresents the key Point of a
reservoir study both in the case of a deterministic approach and when the use of stochastic

methodologies of geostatistical type is envisaged.
This note is aimed at presenting an overview of tho parameters which can be used for the facies

chalacterisation and, consequently, of the possible uses of the cluster analysis results. To make

this, reference was made to some "cluster analysis" studies caÌried out by CIAR during the last
yea§.
Moreover, this note wants to give new impulses to the use of this methodology for reservoir
studies taking into account the integration, promoted by AGIP, of the cluster analysis module in
the new version o[ the Tigress"application.
For this reason, this module is available to all Tigress users. with respect to the previou§ version
of the cluster analysis program in VAX environment, it is simpler and less time consuming.

Examples of different outputs of the cluster analysis module on Tigress are presented in figures l,
2.3 and 4 to show the good graphic quality of the rcsulting plot.



Introduction

The key point of the "Cluster Analysis" methodology is undoubtedly the class characterisation
obtained after a particular cut on the dendrogram, The objective of this phase is tho description of
each "logfacies" from the lithological, sedimentological, mineralogical-textural, grain size and,

above all, petrophysical point of view.
To make this, it is necessary to take into consideratioh and opponunely integrate all the data

available: log quantitative interpretation, mezrsurements from routine and special core analyses,

mineralogical and grain size analyses, well test interpretation and sedimentological and textural
information.
All these data can be managed by the Project Data Base of "Tigress" application used at present

in GIAR and in some foreign affiliates. Moreover, some "Tigress" modules allow a rapid and easy

corection and homogenisation of all the log data and an analysis of their §tatistical behaviour,
both general and by c[r6ses.
Just in this phase, cluster analysis is a very useful tool since it allows a calibration of some very

important parameters on the reservoir characteristics:

ovcrburden pressure measurcments
''m" and n" parameters

mineralogical composition
Grain size

Moreover, cluster analysis is a complete methodology for reservoir description since it allows a

very sound petrophysical characterisation, based on all the types ol data available (log and their
quantitative interpretation, cores, well tests) valid at reservoir scale.

ln fact, it enables us to obtain, fo. all the field wells, an accurate defìnition of the main
pctrophysical param€ters:

Porosity
Permeability
Irrcducihle wafcr saturation

The propcnics defined at the well represent thc input for a correct spatial reconstruction oi the

reservoir petrophysical behaviour, to be uscd during the dynamio modclling.

Moreover, clustcr analysis givcs further opponunities during a reservoir study. For cxample, it can

be a vaìid tool to identify anomalies inside thc reservoir, to allow a lithological cut-off during thc

volumetric calculation of the hydrocarbon in placc, to better orient thc choice of the core samples

tbr new analyscs. etc..



Conclusions

"Cluster Analysis" is a very powertul tool for resc.voir studics, vcry useful and reliablc especially
during the following working phasesl

. petrophysical charactsrisation ol the rescrvoir

. dynamic model initialisation

. reservoir layering
In fact all the lithological, mineralogical, textural imd petrophysical properties of the reservoir can

be analysed according to the facies classilìcation rcsulting from a clustcr analysi' proccss.

The main parameters that can be considered in this phase are porosity, permcability, irreduciblc
water saturation, grain size, volume of mincrals and compaction tactor.
Each facies is then charactcrised by a peculiar set of paramcters, rcsulting from the integration of
tog, core and well test data.
This characterisation is representative of the whole field propenies, because it is madc on a ficld
basis and not only on a well basis; this makes cluster analysis more appropriate for reservoir
studics than other similar commercial products.
Once the petrophysical characterisation of thc facies is done, onc of the nÌost usetil output of
cluster analysis is a set of synthetic curves of the main pctrophysical parametcrs (porosity.
permeability, irreducible water saturation)-
This rcpresents a big enhancement in reservoir characterisation because thcse data tbr all the wells
are used to compute more reliablc petrophysical maps fbr each dynamic model layer.
In the case of stochastic approach, geostatistical methodologies allow a spatial distribution of thÈ

facies, keeping the vertical detail of the cluster analysis results (log sampling rate). In this kind of
approach the facies is used &s a "rock-type"; the 3D distribution of thc petrophysical propenies of
the reservoir is strictly related to thc facies simulation and based on the results of the clustcr
analysis characterisation phasc.
This approach allows a very detailed reconstruction of rcsorvoir hctcrogeneilies in the fluid tìow
model.
The examples prcsented in this brief technical note arc relevant to the most common uscs of
clustcr analysis in reservoir studies; other types of applications will be cenainly madc in the futurc
according to the new techniques for data recording and thc ocw challcngcs o[ reservoir
charactcrisation.



l.

The cluster analysis methodology allows an aPproach at reservoir scale (and not at single well).

This enables us to relate some parameters to each facies and, as a consequence, to calibrate them

suitably for the conection and inrcrpretaiion of the basic data.

Some of these parameters, which are not always taken into consideration during the facie§

characterisation, are presented in the following paragràph to point out the improvemenl in a

reservoir study.

l.l Overburdenoressure

lf compared with the rclevant measurements from log§, core analyses result§ can often be a little
overestimated. This overestirnation is related to the fact that cores, at §urface conditions, tend to

release the stress induced by boundary pressure at reservoir conditions.

This pressure, called "overburden pressure", varies with the reservoir depth and results in a

compaction effect ofthe reservoir rock.
This pressure results from the combined effect of the burden of both the rock and the fluid
columns on the reservoir cored zone.

The compac(ion studies carried out in laboratory enable us to obtain porosity and permeability

values and, possibly, other parameters with differcnt overburden pressures. These analyses §hould

generally interest a set of samples representative ofall the liihologie§ composing the reservoir'

òn the basis of these measurements it is possible to reconsuuct the PHI and K variation curves

with the overburden pressure variations with rc§pect to the value measured at atmospheric

prcssure. Moreover, by associating the facies value from cluster analysis to the samples on which

ihe .easurements are cafiied out, it is possible to obtain a PHI or K variation for each reservoir

facies.
Fig. 5 shows an example of porosity variation curves vs. overburden pressure for different

lithofacies. The various overburden pressure value§ aPPlied during the tesi are on the abscissa,

while on the ordinate therc is the percentage of porosity reduction, referred to the value measured

at atmospheric pressure.

When thi overburden pressure value at reservoir depth is known, it is possible to recognise the

correction to the core measurements on the diagram, according to the type of facies,



1.2 "m" and "n" parameters

The "m" and "n" panmeters, which are obtained from laboratory rneasurentenl plots. are

imponant mainly during the interpretation phase of water saluration from resistivity logs.

In iact, the "m" cementation exponent represents thc value of the porosity exponent in thc tbrmula
for the Sw calculation. This parameter is mainly affected by the spatial organisation of the pores

insidc the rock. As a consequence, it is strictly related to the characteristics of each lithofacies.
Fig. 6 shows that a relationship exists betweÈn lacies and "m" values; in lact the selni-logarithmic
crossplot F vs. PHI (Formation Factor vs Porosity) highlights that the points bolonging to differert
facies tend to locate along straights with different inclinations (characterised by a peculiar angular
coefficient).
The "n" saturation exponent is the coNtant rclating the resistivity index of a rock (Ro/Rt) to its
water saturation; it is strongly affected by the rock wettability, which is directly related to the type

of lithofacies.
For this reason, at facies variation, the "n" \'alues from laboratory should show differcnt
behaviours, which can be highlighted on n vs. PH[, n vs. K or n vs. r] K/PHI cross-plots. FiSure 7

shows how a particular behaviour of the saturation exponent has boen identitìed in a recent study
for each one of the fecies pre.ent in the re.ervoir.
The possibility of relating the "m" and "n" behaviour to the facies from clustcr analysis has

remarkable advantages during the quantitative log interpretation. Thence, it is possiblc to use the

zonation of the clustcr analysis as a basis fbr thc log interpretation in thc wcll: a spccitìc
interpretation model, characterised by peculiar "m" and "n" value§, is then uscd for each cluster
analysis facies interval along the well.

1.3 Mineralogicalcomposition

The possibility o[ 0haracterising a facies also in terms of mineralogical compo§ition represents a

great opportunity when a good number of mineralogical and diffiactonretric corc analyses arc

available.
In fact, in this case. the difference between rocks with similar characteristics con be nrade on the

basis of the mineral composition present and, mainly, it is often possiblc to idcntily a paticular
mineral, whose presence can affect other rock propenies. ln this case, tch facies classificùtion can

be made according to the volume of this mineral.
This type of characterisation has been recently adopted during a cluster analy§is study on a
terrigeneous reservoia of shallow marinc environnrent.
The typical mineral oIthis reservoir is chamosite, a authigenic component wilh a dillerent impacl
on porosity and permeability; in fact, the chamosite crystals along the pore walls prescrve prinìary
porosity from secondary quartz overgrowths, while they rematkably reduce permcabili,ty.

For these reasons, the chamosite volume had an important role during the facie§ characterisation
phase, since the final classifìcation was made grouping classes with the sàme chlrno.srte conrent.

The availabitity of the mineralogical analysis for lhe cluster analysìs facies also allows a control of
the volumes oI the minerals calculated during the quantitative Iog interpretalion; the main onc is
vsh (shale volume) which is often used as "cut-off' parameter during the calculation of the

averagc petrophysical parameters per layer.



1.4 Grain size

In the case of reseooirs in clastic sediments, the gmin size can have an impoftant role during the

reservoir petrophysical characterisation.
In fact grain size is strictly .elated to tho reservoir lithology and also repre§ent§ one of the

parameters which more affects the petrophysical propertié§,

For this reason, grain size can be a fundamental parameter during the

characrerisation ofthe facies obtained through cluster analysis.

peffophysical

Figure 8 shows how in a resewoir study on the Adriatic offshore it was possible to characterise the

reservoir on the basis of the relationship between grain size median and permeability.

This allowed a final gathering with four classes (one is not repre§ented in the cross-plot since it
was not sampled for core analysis, being completely shaly) §tarting from an original cut of 48

classes on the cluster analysis dendrogram. This chataclerisation method gives a lithological,
petrographical-sedimentological and, above all, petrophysical value to each one of the four
resulting classes.

In fact, on the basis of the facies sequence at the well and of the type of relationship identified
(grain size median vs permeability), it is possible to assume the production chamcteri§tics of the

wells for which no information on permeability is available.



)

2,r Porositv

Porosity is one of the main parameters for the petrophysical chalacterisation of the cluster analysis

fccies.
The data for characterisation come both from routine analyses on core samples and on the log
quantitative interprelation (when preseot).
They are two very different types of data since in the first case they are direct measurements made

in laboratory and in the second one the results of an interprctation of curves recorded inside the

reservoir.
On the other hand, core data are relevant only to some intervals in some wells, while log
interpretation gives a continuous porosity culve in all the wells treated. .-., .

For this reason, after an accurate depth matching of cores with respect to logs. it is necessary lo
verify that the two typ€s ofdata are in accordance between therD.

This control can be made superposing the PHI punctual core values to the PHI interpreted curve in
each well or verifying the relationship between the two types of data by means of a PHt log vs.

PHI core crossplot.
When the two typ€s of porosity are consistent, it is bette. to use the data fìom log intelpretation
for the characterisation since it gives a more cornplete statistics for each of the facies ideotified
inside the reservoir.
This is as much true when there are problems of failed core recoverie§ ln fact this phenomenon

can completely false the statistical porosity distribution of some facies (often they are the less

consolidated or more easily subject to mechanical fracturation)-
Fig. 9 shows the great difference in the statisticùl distnbutions between the core measuremen§

and the values from log interpretalion for a facies mainly composed of not consolidated sands. All
the high porosity values present in log data are totally absent io cores, due to failed core

recoveries.
Fig. l0 shows an example of facies characterisation in a recent study; this chamcterisation was

carried out on the basis of the distributions of porosity quantitative log interpretation data.

lf the logs interpreted are not available, or the result of the interpretation is not consistent with the

core measurements, only the last ones can be used during characterisation.
ln this case the facies description obtained in all the wells through the cluster analy§is is very

useful to build a synthetic porosity profile in not cored wells.
This makes a porosity curve available in all the wells, to be used both directly in the calculaiion ol
the average PHI values per layer and indirectly as calibration parameter of the CPI in not cored

wells
The construction of the PHI synthetic profile is based on the statistical parameters representative

ol the porosity distributions per facies: they are generally the average value and the standard

deviflion (fip..2 and ll ).



2,2 lrreducible water saturation

As concems irreducible water saturation (Swi), two types of data are generally available: the
results of special core analyses and the log quantitative intepretation data. The first one represents

measured values, even if they are relevant to tèw generally dispersed data, while the second one
gives an inteprcted water saturation curve, corresponding to Swi in the hydrocarbon zone, above
the capillary fringe.
Facies characterisation from cluster analysis can be made relating ineducible water satutation to
porosityi the relationship between these two parameters for each facies can be studied through a

crossplot PHI vs Swi, integrating log and core data.

Figures 12 and 13 show two examples of relationships betweefl these two parameters for facies
with different chamcteristics; in both cases the modelling of irreducible water saturations in
function of porosity was carried out through non linear relationships of the type:

Swi=a/O+c

The comparison between them shows how the two iypes of data have been weighted in a different
way for one or the other facies. Fig. 12 presents the crossplot relevant to non consolidated
lithology for which the core data are not very representative of the real petrophysical behaviour.
As a consequence, the relationship was defined interpolating only Swi data from log intepretation.
On the conirary, the crossplot in fig. 13 is relevant to a very tight and well cored facies for which
core and log data are in accordance. Thus, the same weight was given to the two types of data to
correctly define the fitting curve for the petrophysical model.
The possibility of relating ineducible water saturation to the facies is in agreement with the rock
typ€ concept used in the dynamìc modelling and represents a good opportunity for reservoir
studies.
This is particularly significant in the case of a geostatistical approach based on the facies 3D
simulation and the next attribution of the p€trophysical parameters to the facies simulated.
In fact, on the basis of the facies and porosity simulation, it is possible to generate the relevant 3D
Swi simulations on fine grid and, after an appropriate upscaling, to use them in the dynamic model
as end point to calculate the initial water saturation for each model cell.
More detailed explications on the methodology for Swi characterisation and distribution and for
the relevant defìnition of water saturations in the dynamic model is presented in MOST note of
May '95 titled "New approach for treating water saturation in reservoir studies".
Moreover, the facies characterisation as concems Swi allows the construction of synthetic curves

based on a porosity profile and the PHI-Swi relationships defined for each facies (the technique is
the same as the one previously described for the Swi geostatistical simulations). These synthetic
curves can be very useful if compared with the Sw curves rcsulting from the quantitative log
interpretation. [n fact they allow an evaluation of the results of these interpretations in the

hydrocarbon zone and they cleady point out the height of the capiìlary fringe (zone wbere the two
curves obviously diverge), as shown in [g. 14.



2.3 Permcabilitv

Permeability is a fundamental parameter in the reservoir p€t.ophysical characterisation sioce it has

a remarkable influence on the fluid flow inside the reservoir. For this reason, it is important to
study the spatial behaviour of this petrophysical property accurately and, above all, (o use all the

data able to give information on it.
The most common permeability data can be obtained'from rcutine core analyses. [t must be

corrected both for overburden prcssu.e and for Klinkemberg effect, when these conection§ have

not already been carried out in laboratory.
Core permeability is a punctual data referred to lhe sample on which the measurement is cafiied
out; it is a fundamental information for the reconstruction of reservoir heterogeneities at small
scale.
However, this type of data is not always exhaustive to define the behaviour of the facies in the

reservòir; in fact the distribution of the permeability values from core data may often be poorll
representative of the real pefophysical behaviour of the reservoir.

This is mainly due to the fact that, except in the case of continuos coring, cores represent only a
limited reservoir portion which is generally the one characterised by the best petrophysical

characteristics.
However, also for the best facies, cores can give an unÌealistic distribution of the values,

especially when there are remarkable lacks of recovery in not very consolidated lithologie§.
For these.easons, it is absolutely necessary to integrate the core permeability data with the

infbrmation from well tests. They represent indiroot permeability measurcments since they have

been obtained from production test interpretation and they give information averaged on a rather
large reservoir portion around the well column.
ln order to consìder a well lest permeability value as representative of the petrophysicàl behaviour
o[ a peculiar facies, very particular conditions must be present. They must be verified time by time
(ex.r tested production interval almost completely composed of the lacies itself, sufftciently long
lL'\r. singlc ph.lse l-luid condirions. elc ).
For this reason, the choice oi the most representative tests cannot leave apart the comparison

between the intervals interested by the test and the column of the cluster analysis as well as a

detailed invesligation on the conditions at which tlìe test took place.

Then, Ibr the selected tests, the computed permeability must be transformed from effective to

absolute. using the rel perm values available lrom special core analyses.

Now a porosity value, which corresponds to the average porosity of the tested interval' must be

associated to each absolute permeability value.
To calculate it, data from quantitative log interpretation should be used since they are continuos in

the whole lested interval. The use of core porosities is recommendable in the case of continuo§

coring or of poor quality ol the log data interpreted.
Thus. the test result can be represented in a porosity vs permeability plot, together with the

corresponding core analysis data. This allows a direct comparison between the two tYpes of data

and. accordingly, the attribution of a weight in accordance with their representativeness during the

lclrophy\icrl rharactensation phase.

An application of this Ìnethodology for the integration of test aod core Prmeability is the one

made in a reservoir study of 1995. one of the peculiar characteristics of this reservoir is the

remarkablc presence of loose sands whose petrophysical characterisation proved to be

problematic; this was due both to a lack of core recovery and to a very selective sampling for
laboratory analyses (the plugs were almost exclusively taken in consolidated intervals).

The availability of a good number of well tests enabled the integration between the two types of
permeability data and a more corect evaluation of their represeotativeness.



Fig. 15 shows how the choicc of the test to be uscd has bcen mainly based on lhc intcrval tests and

on the availability of some pcrmcability values fbr the same facies.

Taking as an example the tacies conesponding to loose or poorly consolidated sands, the

crossplots porosity vs permeability (presented in fig. l6) show that thc pcrnìcabilitics rclcvant to

wcll test data are one or two orders of magnitudc higher than core data.

In this case, it is evidcnt how the statistic paramctcrs of core data arc not reprcsentative of the

whole facies population. As a consequcnce. as c(xtcems permeabilily. the petrophysical

characterisation of this facies is bascd only on wcll lest rcsponse.

Further details on the integration between core and wcll test pcrmeability and the application from
which this example was taken are presented in MOST note of Fcbruary '95 titled Flusso

metodologico pcr l'integrazionc quantitativa delle permeabilità da interprctazione dei well test con
qucllc da carote".

The facies charactcrisÀtion in terins of permeability can be bascd ei{her on a PHI K linear
relationship or on the statistic characteristics of the experimental K valucs distribution.
ln both cases the characterisation allows a construction of permeability synlhclic cun'es which can

be very useful for the wells where neither core was taken nor well test was carried out.

In the case wherc all the facies arc characterised by a linear PHI-K relationship, it is possible to

build a synthetic permcability ourve tbr all the wells where a porosity profile is availablc. In fact.

the value of K,h, is calculated as a function of porosity, based on the PHI vs K relationship

relevant to the làcies present at each depth along the well (tì9. l?).
This approach enables us to calculate a morc realislic k synthelic curve, since different
permeability values can correspond to a similar Porosity value according to the differenl tacie§

where this porosity has been identified.
However, in the case of poor correlation between PHI and K, lhe synthetic pcnncability curve can

be built on the basis of the statistic characteristics ol the K values tbr cach class. Particùlarly, due

to the fact that permeability dist.ibution tends to a lognonnal trend, thc median cornbined with thc

interquanìle range are uscd (figs. 2 and I l).
However, in both cases, the characterisation obtained fbr permeability ({s also the ones of porosity

and ineducible water saturation), represents a iundamental tool for the reservoir study, since it
affects the next phases ol the work:
. choice of the grid for the dvnamic model Thc objectivc is to obtain layers as homogeneous as

possible from the petrophysical point of view. so that the average valuc of each parameter per

layer is really rcprcsentalive of the punctual data prcsenl in cach laycr. Fi8. 18 shows the

example of a venical laycring based on the synthctic permeability curvcs.
. nermeabilitv charactensctron of the model lavers. The availability ol a conlinuos permeability

curve in all the wells represents a valid suppon in the definilion of the K areal behaviour in the

diflèrent model layers. In fact synthetic curvÈs can give average well values lbr each layer to be

used during the mapping.
In fact the usc ol

geostatistical rcchniques enables us to simulate thc spatial distribulion of the lacics rccogniscd

by rhe cluster analysis and then to attribute thc petrophysical propertics lo thc facies simulated.

Thence (he petrophysical characterisation is thc basis to obtain pcrnlcability slmulations (as

well as porosity and irreducible water saturation) strictly relatcd to thc spatial distribution of
facies (fig. l9)

t0



3. Further use of "Cluster analvsis"

Cluster analysis is a flexible and efficient tool to be used in difterent ways during a reservoit
study. Thrce examples of the opportunities of the cluster analysis are presented herc bclow.
However, it must be pointed out that, according to the problems of a reservoir and the objectives
of a study. it is possible to investigate other uscs of cluster analysis.

3.1 Identilìcation of anomalies inside the reservoir

It is known that the choice of the logs to be used in the cluster analysis process is in lunction of
the type of reservoir chamcterisation to be obtained (lithological, Petrophysical, mineralogic-
textural. etc.).
However, there are situations which can be defined "anomalous" and that cannot be very easily
identified by traditional logs.
These types of "anomalies" are often highlighted during the characterisation phase of the cluster
analysis since they have an impact on the petrophysical behaviour of one or several classes. ln
fact. in these cases, there is often an apparent inconsistency between thÈ data from different

For example, a class with rather homogeneous and well delìned characteristics !^an show, as

concems a certain parameter, a frequency distribution of the values from core analysi§ with
bimodal or plurimodal trend.
ln these cases further investigations must be necessary for a better under§tanding of the problem.
Particularly, to discriminate and classify the diffèrent behaviours inside the same class. we need to
understand to which type of phenomenon they are related.
For this reason, it must be useful to carry out dedicated analyses which envisage also the use of
non traditional techniques. For example the analysis technique "CT X ray" may be useful to

idenlify, inside each facies, the presence of vugs. Accordingly, the use of some NMR recordings

can help in understonding the phenomena of di[Ièrcntial diagenesis.
As already said, this type of anomaly olien affects the behaviour of the petrophysical properties

also as concerns thc same facies- For example, vugs result in a great variability o[ the porosity
measured. while olien difièrential diagenesis resulls in diftèrenl permeability behaviours.

For example, in a recent reservoir study, permeability variations of lwo orders of magnitude were

identilìed tbr a same facies. well characterised as concems lithology and porosity. Afler further
invesligations, it was possible to relate this permeability behaviour with the cementation degree of
the rock. as shown by the crossplot K vs PHI in lig. 20, which points out also the dilferent content
in micritic ccmcnt of the samples considered.

In the casc ol volumetric evaluations in reservoirs composed of complex lithologies, one of the

main uncertaintics is represented by the choicc of the cut-off to be used to exclude the "not pay"

tight intcrvals from thc total reservoir thickness.
Porosity and permeability and. sometimes, water saturation and shale volume, are generally used

as cut off paranìctcrs.
Thc definition of thc threshold values to be used is generally very problematic

3.2



ln this case, cluster analysis represents a great opportunity for the cut-off choice to be u§ed during

the evaluation of the hydrocarbon in place.

In fact, both a lithological and petrophysical meaning is attributed to each class from the cluster

analysis during the characterisation phase; this allows a rapid identification, through core

comparison, of the classes which must not be taken into account for volumetric calculations-

In this case a lithological and not petrophysical cut off is carried out' excluding all the samples

belooging to "tight" facies from the calculation.
For example, fig. 2l shows the characteristics of a facies used as cut-off in a reservoir study

recently carried out by Agip.

3.3

The facies descriptions at the well resulting from a cluster analysis process can also be used during

the core samples choice when particular types ofanalyses can be required.

The most common example is the one conceming special analyses (capillarity, relative
permeability, end points,), on which basis the rock types of the dynamic model must be built. The

fundamental condition to make the model reliable is to have §pecial analysis data really

representative of all the facies present in the rgservoit.
On the basis of the comparisoo between the c6re plug depth and the result of the cluster analysi§ at

the well, it is possiblo to verify whether all the facies are sufficiently represented by the samples

chosen for special core analyses. If not, it is possible to add §ome other sample§, suitably chosen.

t2
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